Children’s Non Fiction
Fall 2021

The IMC Literary Agency´s team celebrates its 15th anniversary and we want
you to join us in this special time. Throughout these years, IMC has become a
benchmark in the industry, not only in Spain but also worldwide. Today, the
agency continues working on expanding its business. We continue representing
prestigious writers, illustrators, and publishing houses from around the world.
The agency has a creative, committed, competent and dynamic team working
with Spanish publishers, as well as with a list of international clients.
Meet our team!

Follow us on social media!
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4 Novelty Books

Look Inside!
!

NEW

With colourful, fun and playful
illustrations by Teresa Bellón,
with 33.5k followers
on Instagram.
Angels Navarro is an expert
in mixing skill development
with games.

Click here

Author: Angels Navarro
Illustrator: Teresa Bellón
+2 years old
16 pages
Format: 21 x 21 cm.
Published by
Combel - Spanish & Catalan
Key words: House,
Look and Find
Material in Spanish
Available for co-edition

Perfect for improving
vocabulary and to identify
the elements of the house.

With
flaps

With fun flaps to lift on every scene and easy-to-turn, this amazing book is full of fun and
surprises for the little ones. They will enjoy guessing what is hidden in the wardrobe,
in the fridge, in the toy chest, in dad’s toolbox, the car trunk or doggy’s house... While
exploring this amazing house room by room: from the kitchen to the garage.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Highly interactive and
engaging design

5 Novelty Books

Amazing Visual Games
Ángels Navarro has sold more
than five million copies around
the world.
This book is perfect for
stimulating the imagination
and for kids to play over and
over again.

Click here

Author: Ángels Navaro
+4 years old
22 pages
Format: 23 x 23 cm.
Published by:
Combel - Spanish & Catalan
Sold to:
Bayard – French
Franco Cosimo Panini - Italian
Jieli - S. Chinese
Nobel Akademik Yayincilik - Turkish
Key words: Optical illusions
Material in English
Available for co-edition
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Novelty
& Pop-up

Àngels Navarro has created a new novelty book with 20 amazing visual games and
optical illusions to entertain the whole family! A feast for your eye that includes 2
wheels, flaps and a window with tabs. And for the impatient, an answer key to the
proposed games is included at the end of the book.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Other
title

6 Novelty Books

Inside the
Museum Mazes

!

NEW

A game and knowledge book. It
includes flaps and mazes. The aim
is to show children the different
modern art movements and their
main artists, in a way that will
encourage readers to visit museums.
Art Movements: Impressionism,
Postimpressionism, Fauvism,
Expressionism, Cubism, Surrealism,
Abstract Art and Pop Art

With
flaps and
mazes!

Click here

Author & Illustrator: Luisa Vera
+4 years old
36 pages
Format: 29 x 29 cm.
Published by:
Combel Editorial – Spanish & Catalan

A dad and his child go to a modern art museum. But somehow the kid gets invited
to follow a maze in order to find out the way out to the next room. The tour soon
turns into an incredible maze adventure. Readers will visit the museum through
exciting and colourful scenes that can be explored to trace along the mazes on every
double page. In each one there is a recognizable artist style to spot. Readers will
explore modern art through amazing mazes full of details of painters. And will be
able to know more about the artist when lifting the flaps.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Rights sold:
Schffer Publishing - English (World)
Quatre Fleuves – French
Franco cosimo Panini – Italian
Posts and Telecom Press - S. Chinese
Key words: Modern Art, Museum
Material in English
Available for co-edition

7 Novelty Books

Guess Guess Series
What is in the universe? Who has stardust wings? Who works with a truck full of water and wears a helmet? Who has the feet on
the ground and his head dances with the wind? In this series you will find many clues to guess, discover a different surprise on
each page. What is hidden behind each flap? On each double page several clues are presented so that the little ones can guess
what it is about.

The Universe

Fantastic Characters

Click here

Underneath the flaps you will find the
answer and more information to learn
about the element of the riddle.
A series that will develop attention,
imagination, and the ability to relate
clues with the vocabulary.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Author & Illustrator: Mariona
Cabassa
+4 years old
28 pages
Format: 21 x 21 cm.
Published by:
Anaya - Spanish
Barcanova – Catalan
Key words: Riddles
Material in Spanish
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant
Avalaible for co-edition

Professions

With
flaps and
die-cuts

The Woods

Simona Levi i Marc Planas
Il·lustracions de Kim Amate

Simona Levi · Marc Planas · Kim Amate
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8 Illustrated Non Fiction Books

!

NEW

Fake
news
qUe no ens enganyin!
GUIA PRÀCTICA

SOBRE LES NOTÍCIES FALSES
I LA DESINFORMACIÓ

An important book to
understand the world we live in.

Simona Levi

Dramaturga, investigadora i activista
centrada en la renovació de la
democràcia en l’era digital, l’ús
estratègic de les eines digitals

i la lluita contra la corrupció.
Co-fundadora de Xnet i co-directora

We have come to accept
common lies as truth, and
Marc Planas
wether we believe it or not, this
is not a recent notion.
del Curs de Postgrau en Tecnologia i
Drets en l’Era Digital (UB). Co-autora
del llibre Fake you (Raig Verd, 2019)

Llicenciat en Filosofia (UdG) i
Diplomat en Magisteri (URL).

Actualment és mestre d’Educació

Primària i compagina la seva tasca
docent amb l’escriptura de narrativa
i assaig d’on hi destaca Parlar al món

Presented in accessible
language, this is completed with
Kim Amate
facts and data that will makeit
truly engaging!
des de l’escola (Eumo, 2020)

Dissenyador gràfic i il·lustrador

format a l’Escola Llotja. Està
especialitzat en la il·lustració i el
disseny per al públic infantil i juvenil
amb títols publicats a diverses
editorials i països.

m

Author: Simone Levy and
Marc Planas
Illustrator: Kim Amato
+12 years old
94 pages
Format: 14x 22 cm.
Published by:
Bindi books - Catalan
Key words: Fakenews,
truth, facts, analyze
Material in Catalan
Eligible for Institut Ramon
Llull’s Translation Grant

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

An impressive journey
through the history of
Fakenews that delves into
its origins, dangers and the
widespread of its presence.
Through the lenses of
analytical discourse and
experience, young readers
will be able to learn about
how to gather evidence
and difference what is truth
and what is forced to be
believed to be true.

9 Illustrated Non Fiction Books

The Forgotten Professions

The Forgotten Objects

! In a world full of change, it
NEW is important to acknowledge
the different professions
that used to exist.

The history and curious
information of the first objects
that opened the way for
today’s new technologies.

It is important to learn about
our history, and this book
presents this in a didactic
yet interesting way.

Author: Teresa Blanch & Anna Gasol
Illustrator: Giselfust
+8 years old
40 pages
Format: 13 x 20,5 cm.
Published by:
Astronave - Spanish & Catalan
Key words: Technology, History,
Objects
Material in Spanish

Did you know that there were curious professions
such as that of the factory reader, where readers
were paid to read the newspapers aloud?
Discover the history behind those professions
that have now fallen into oblivion, but which were
part of people's lives for many years.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

With beautiful and vintage
illustrations by Giselfust.

Author: Teresa Blanch & Anna Gasol
Illustrator: Giselfust
+8 years old
40 pages
Format: 13 x 20,5 cm.
Published by:
Astronave - Spanish & Catalan
Key words: Technology,
History, Objects
Material in Spanish
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

How was the telephone created? Where does the coffee grinder come from? Did
you know that Mark Twain was one of the firsts to use the typewriter to write his
books? Discover the history behind those objects that have now fallen into oblivion,
but revolutionised people's daily lives and were the precursors of most of the
indispensable tools we use today.

10 Illustrated Non Fiction Books

Small Great Gestures Series
This is a beautiful collection of illustrated books for children to get familiar with concepts as well as with values,
and to encourage them to be better and become main characters of their own stories through real life examples.

Freedom of
Speech

Art

Against
Discrimination
Perfect books for first
readers and for starting
a conversation about
different topics.
Biographies that
introduce different
concepts while narrating
an inspirational real
story.

Author: Francisco Llorca
Illustrator: Isabel
Albertos,
Iker Ayestaran, Amaia
Arrazola, Ana Bustelo,
Mireia Vila,
Eugenia Abalos, Elena
Hormiga
+7 years old
32 pages
Format: 19,5 x 24 cm.

Published by:
Alba Editorial - Spanish
Rights sold:
Allison & Busby – English
(World)
Athina Ragia & Sia –
Greek
Key Words: Values,
Biographies
Material in English

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Planet

Sports

Science

Tolerance

11 Illustrated Non Fiction Books

Jules and Verne Series
Julio and his inseparable friend Verne will embark in different and dangerous adventures in Space, in the bottom of the sea,
and in the center of earth. There, they will explain not only their adventures but also lots of facts about those fascinating places.

In the Bottom
of the Sea

Discover Outer
Space

Discover the Centre
of Earth

Written and illustrated by the authors of
The Clue Seekers, a series that has sold more
than 50.000 copies!
Funny with great content and hilarious
main characters.
Children will learn everything there is to know
about the interior of the planet, the seismic
movements, the mythological beings that inhabit
the depths of the Earth, the origin of humanity,
about the bottom of the sea and about space.

Click here

Authors: Anna Gasol & Teresa Blanch
Illustrator: Jose Labari
+6 years old
32 pages
Format: 22 x 28 cm.
Published by Astronave - Spanish
Sold to: Brainfood – Greek
Key words: Sea, Earth, Space
Material in Spanish

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

12 Illustrated Non Fiction Books

I Spy… Animal Curiosities!

Did you Know?

Do you know what
butterflies eat?
This and more answers in
a new book that will teach
your kids marvellous
things about animals!

Author: Anna Gasol
& Teresa Blanch
Illustrator: Sigrid
Martínez
+6 years old
64 pages
Format: 22,6 x 21,2 cm.
Published by:
Beascoa - Spanish
PAM - Catalan

Sold to:
Chouette Publishing French & English
A Walk Through History Russian
CNPIEC Digital Printing S. Chinese
Key words: Animals
Material in English
Eligible for Institut Ramon
Llull’s Translation Grant

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

This book will teach you
a lot of curiosities about
the most peculiar animals
of our planet. Prove your
observation qualities and,
before reading it, solve the
games that are considered
in the drawings. Immerse
yourself in an interesting
Reading that will reveal
some of the best kept
secrets of the animal world.

The world is full of amazing
and interesting facts;
learn them all with this book!

Author: Anna Gasol
& Teresa Blanch
Illustrator: Sigrid
Martínez
+6 years old
96 pages
Format: 22,7 x 21,2 cm.
Published by:
Beascoa – Spanish
PAM Catalan

Sold to:
CNPIEC DIGITAL
PRINTING - S. Chinese
Key words: Anatomy,
Animals, Space, Earth
Material in Spanish
Eligible for Institut
Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Did you know giraffes sleep
seven minutes per day? Did
you know there are stinky
plants? Did you know there
are tons of rubbish floating
around Earth? Find out the
most surprising curiosities
and the funniest anecdotes!
Kids will discover that reality
can be stranger than fiction.

13 Game Books

Frisky Animals!
A seek and find big format
board book with hilarious
illustrations.
With a great number
of situations, details
and elements to play again
and again.
Work with the numbers,
emotions, geometrical shapes
and much more!

Click here

Author & Illustrator: Jose Labari
+2 years old
18 pages
Format: 24 x 31 cm.
Published by La Galera - Spanish
& Catalan
Key words: Animals, Shapes,
Numbers
Material in Spanish
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Novelty
and
Pop-Up

The animals in this book are playing! Look for the different
elements in each scene and you won’t be able to stop laughing
with these witty and funny animals!
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

14 Game Books

1001 Things to Find in Less
than a Minute

50 Games to Solve in Less
than a Minute

A book that tests the skills of
the little ones, while exercising
their mind in a fun way.

Improve your kids’ abilities
while playing.
All the members of the family
can play and try too solve all
these increidble games.

Kids will focus on little details
while exercising their brains.

Author: Àngels Navarro
+4 years old
64 pages
Format: 20,1 x 26,6 cm.
Published by
Penguin Random House – Spanish
Sold to:
Fox Chapel Publishing – English (world)
Wydawnictwo Nasza Ksiegarnia – Poland
China Textile & Apparel Press – S. Chinese
Key words: Games
Material in English

If you want to find the 1001 things that are hidden in the pages of this book, in
addition to your ingenuity, you must use your attention and memory capabilities,
but above all you will have to be quick...This book is a fun training tool that will
help you enhance the power of concentration and visual acuity.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Author: Àngels Navarro
+4 years old
64 pages
Format: 20,1 x 26,6 cm.
Published by
Penguin Random House – Spanish
Sold to:
Fox Chapel Publishing – English (world)
Wydawnictwo Nasza Ksiegarnia – Poland
China Textile & Apparel Press – S. Chinese
Key words: Games
Material in English

To solve the fifty games that are in this fun book, besides your cleverness you will have
to use your abilities of attention, reasoning, mental calculation, memory and language,
but above all, you will have to be quick… You only have one minute to solve each enigma!

15 Game Books

Open Investigation

A World of Games
Translated into seven
languages

Over 100 illustrated games
that depict emblematic places
and cultures of the world

An innovating book that will
make you think and have fun
at the same time!

Author: Àngels Navarro
Illustrator: Jordi Sunyer
+8 years old
48 pages
Format: 37,8 x 27,5 cm.
Published by
Combel - Spanish & Catalan
Sold to:
Sunmia – Chinese
Franco Cosimo Panini Ragazzi –
Italian
Ast Press – Russian
Elcy Éditions – French
Clavis Uitgeverij – Dutch
Merlin Publishers – Maltese
Fragment – Czech
Key words: Detectives,
Investigation
Material in Spanish
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

A book that invites us to investigate
9 cases, scene by scene. Each large,
double-page spread presents each case
with great detail and proposes a series
of activities involving observation, logic
and reasoning, ideal for inquiring minds.
And for the impatient, an answer key to
the proposed clues is included at the end
of the book.

Observation, logic and
reasoning activities in a big
format

Author: Àngels Navarro
Illustrator: Jordi Sunyer
+8 years old
32 pages
Format: 37,8 x 27,5 cm.
Published by
Combel - Spanish & Catalan
Sold to:
Penguin Random House - Portuguese
Franco Cosimo Panini Ragazzi – Italian
Sunmia – Chinese
Clorophyl Editions – French
ArtBooks – Ukrainian
Clavis Uitgerevij – Dutch
Key words: Games
Material in Spanish
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

This is an activity book that offers a
world of fun while promoting children’s
cognitive abilities. It offers over 100
games to interact with dynamic illustrations showing different parts of the
planet. All the activities refer to these
illustrations to learn and play at the
same time.

16 Activity Books

The Wonderful Forest
!

NEW

A book for pre-readers
that combines narrative
with activities.
Each double page has an
activity, game or riddle.
It even has some great
colouring pages!
A story that explains
the birth of Nic and the
adventures of a group of
friends over the course of
a whole year.

Author: Anna Fité
Illustrator: Sigrid Martínez
+4 years old
80 pages
Format: 21 x 24 cm.
Published by:
Bindi Books – Catalan
Key Words: Activities, Animals
Material in Catalan
Available for the Institut Ramon Llull
translation grants

Each page is full of little
details without colour, so
that the little ones can
colour them!

Lota the frog and his friends welcome readers to their wonderful forest and invite
them to discover the story of their new friend: Nick the duck. The little ones will enjoy
Nick's adventures, learn about the changes of the seasons, and find lots of suggestions: riddles, activities, songs and colouring sheets. It includes and alternates different
proposals: storytelling, educational activities, games, songs (which can be downloaded
by activating the QR code) and colouring sheets.
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

17 Activity Books

The Experiment Collection
Experimentation is the basis of science, essential for understanding why and how things happen. The proposal of experiments in these books allows you to be
initiated into the world of scientific experimentation in the fields of electricity and magnetism, air, the density of bodies, forces and pressures, heat, light and
sound, mass, forces of action and reaction, the transformation of mechanical energy, the acid-base reactions of chemistry, and meteorology.

An Air Submarine

Author: Jordi Mazón
Illustrator: Raquel Gu
+8 years old
60 pages
Format: 22 x 22 cm.
Published by:
Ediciones Lectio - Spanish
Cossetània Edicions - Catalan
Key words: Experimentation, Science
Material in Spanish
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s
Translation Grant

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

A Jet Car

A Cloud in a Bottle

This professor of applied physics at the UPC is an expert
in making low-cost experiments that children can do at home
with the help of their parents.
Each experiment is structured in a similar way that answers four
questions: What do we want to demonstrate? What do we need?
How do we do it? Why and what has happened? They require
simple material that is available to everyone.

18 Non Fiction Books

Virus

Bionic Imitating nature
A complete and rigorous guide to
viruses with fun illustrations, and
the content is adapted
to the age group.
The topic of "viruses" is highly
relevant and current. It includes
a specific section dedicated to the
coronavirus.
Explaines with a great sensitivity
and without instilling fear in
children.Great media impact of
the author, with 35k followers on
Instagram.

Author: Dr. Anna Estapé
Illustrator: Ariadna Reyes
+9 years old
48 pages
Format: 21 x 29,7 cm.
Published by:
Lectio - Spanish
Cossetania - Catalan
Key words: Virus, Vaccines
Material in Spanish

Do you want to know everything about viruses?
Paediatrician Anna Estapé invites you to discover
endless curiosities about viruses. You will also
understand how our immune system works and
how to fight infections. You will also find a guide
to 11 different and very common types of viruses!
Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

This is an illustrated book that
explains how the elements
of nature have inspired and
influenced a relevant technological
invention.
The author is a biologist who
teaches didactics of experimental
sciences and about childhood,
health and food.

Author: Eduard Martorell
Illustrator: Carles Marsal
+9 years old
56 pages
Format: 24 x 31 cm.
Published by:
Ediciones Lectio - Spanish
Cossetània Edicions - Catalan
Key words: Bionic, Inventions, Nature
Material in Spanish
Eligible for Institut Ramon Llull’s Translation Grant

Bionics or biomimetics studies the structure and functioning of living beings with the
aim of creating artificial materials and mechanisms that are inspired by nature. The
first cases of bionics can be found in parasols and umbrellas, and in oars and rudders.
Since then the interest in learning and imitating nature has not stopped, and today we
have very recent inventions that also appear in this book... like the latest robots.

19 Non Fiction Books

Viruses, Bacteria
and Other Nano Bugs

The Polar Bear Went
to the Beach:

Geography Under
the Belly Button

Under the microscope are the creatures that really rule
this world. They are small and very numerous: on just
one of your feet there is already more invisible life than
there are visible animals in all Europe. And if that was
not enough, the creatures you live with are real zombies,
because viruses... are not alive!

In ecology, all our actions have great power and,
therefore, you can also help save the environment! In
these pages you will find tips on ecology and defence of
biodiversity, keys to respect the balance of our planet
and solutions available to everyone to protect it from
contamination... In addition to a good dose of optimism!

This book treats the topics of sex with a sense of
humour. Normalizes sex as a basic part of the human
being, and it updates sexuality to the current world:
internet, sexual identity, paraphilias, erotic terms... The
goal is to get sexually educated avoiding sexist topics,
technical language or biased information.

!

NEW

A book to
explain the
pandemic
to younger
readers with a
great sense of
humour.
With an
accessible
language for
all readers.

Author: Valentín Coronel
Illustrator: Cristina Picazo
+12 years old
152 pages
Format: 13 x 20,5 cm.
Published by:
Algar – Spanish
Bromera – Catalan
Key Words: Virus, Bacteria
Material in Spanish

Foreign Rights Agent: ribu@iemece.com

Author: Valentín Coronel
Illustrator: Sergi Cámara
+12 years old
144 pages
Format: 13 x 20,5 cm.
Published by:
Algar – Spanish
Bromera – Catalan
Key Words: Ecology
Material in Spanish

A book about
ecology in a
funny, casual
and direct
tone.

A book about
sex that
avoids sexist
topics and
taboos.

The author
explains and
gives tools for
kids to respect
and take
care of the
environment
in a hilarious
way.

A healthy
way of
understanding
sexuality
in a global
way, under
different
points of view.

Author: Valentín Coronel
Illustrator: Cristina Picazo
+12 years old
144 pages
Format: 13 x 20,5 cm.
Published by:
Algar - Spanish
Bromera – Catalan
Key words: Sexuality
Material in Spanish

Greece
Iris Literary Agency
Catherine Fragou
irislitgr@gmail.com
Turkey
Akan Ajans
Berrak Hadimli
berrakhadimli@akanajans.com
Korea
EYA Child
Dakyung
eya-child@eyagency.com
Poland
Macadamia Literary Agency
kamila@macadamialit.com

Simplified Chinese - China
& Complex Chinese - Taiwan
The Grayhawk Agency
Clare Chi
clare@grayhawk-agency.com
Japan
Tuttle Mori
Solan Natsume
solan@tuttlemori.com
German & Dutch
Undercover Literary Agents
Alexander Dobler
a.dobler@undercover-koeln.de

